Rough Agenda  For call on 20th October 2014 @ 2pm UTC / GMT

Outstanding issues from last call:

- Understanding the various ccTLD mailing lists and who is subscribed to the various Mailing lists (awaiting email from Bart).

Survey Timetable:

How long is survey window open (Start date/end date)?

Survey questions (nearly) completed. Don Hollander (APTLD GM) has been outstanding at gathering comments for the draft survey.

Translation: Survey will be available in Russian, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese and English.

- Spanish and Portuguese – Erick
- French – CENTR
- Chinese – APTLD
- Russian – awaiting confirmation.

Webinar Dates for ccTLD Managers to ask any questions or list comments?

- Lisa for CENTR/European Region
- Vika for African region
- Erick for Latin American region
- Paul, APTLD and North American/Caribbean area.

Stefan – Slides / background information for what we have been/are doing…… for the Webinar?

One key message is why are ccTLDs different from gTLDs. What are the three/four likely scenarios?

Strategy for engagement:

General announcement – short video and also email/web pages. Need to distance from ICANN’s URLs as it could be claimed capturing the process (which is not true but a possible perception).

- The Regional Organisations are going to announce and contact members (and outreach to non-RO members) asking Managers to complete the survey.

A view has been expressed that there could be reluctance by ccTLDs Managers to participate in the survey as ICANN may see how a ccTLD voted....

- So how best to balance inclusion to maximise the legitimacy of the Survey and confidence of ccTLD Managers?
  A. All 5 representatives should have access to the results of the Survey so that is non-discriminatory disclosure but we keep each ccTLD submission confidential.
  B. We advise the RO’s which ccTLDs have responded but do not give the results during the survey window to prevent capture
  C. We share the results with each Regional Organisation (redacting which ccTLD said what) – so they know which ccTLDs have participated and which have not participated (so they can chase their participation).
  D. We make all survey results available to interested parties (no redaction)